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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this report was to develop a unit for teaching hotel
accounting together vrith a practice set for student use. The unit has been
prepared for teaching students who have a general masterj'^ of accounting,
but who lack the specialized knowledge, techniques, and skills necessarj''
to this field. In order to fill in the pertinent background information,
the first part of the unit describes the business and organization of
hotelkeeping. This explanation is followed by analysis of the theories
and principles of accounting which are applicable to hotels. These prin-
ciples are then utilized in a practice problem, the solution of which
will enable students to raaster the unit.
While the aim of this report T:as to present sound accounting methods
for small hotels of all types, the discussion and explanation was limited
to a hotel of a certain tj-pe and size. An average small transient hotel
of 100 rooms or less was selected for this studs'".
\^ The material in this report is based upon sevei'al years of actual
hotel experience, the experience gained by the v/riter in teaching general
accounting, and the studs'- of standard texts in the field of hotel account-
g
ing.
o
CHAPTER II
BUSir-ESS OF HOTELKEEPING
Importance and Nature of Hotel Industry
A hotel accounting firm, Horiivath and Toth"'^ makes the following
appraisal of the hotel industry.
On the basis of annual sales, number of employees, and
capital invested, the hotel industry'' is one of America's lead-
ing industries. But quite aside from statistical m.easures of
size, the hotel industry is a necessary wheel in our complex
economic machinery. As industrial activity increases, the
volume of commercial travel also increases, and transient hotels
enjoy good business. Industrial prosperity is also reflected
in the greater volume of vacation travel and in crowded resort
hotels. However, the volume of hotel business is inclined to
lag behind industrial activity.
The U. S. Census of hotels showed the following statistical
summary for the United States in 1939:
Number of Guest Rooms Number of Establishments Receipts
300 and over 5U8 3U3,310
100 to 299 2,521 258,972
50 to 99 U,626 119,631
25 to h9 8,156 78,967
Less than 25 12,136 62,275
During the Second V/orld War, hotel sales practically doubled,
and there was a great increase in the number of employees and
annual payrolls.
The importance of the hotel as a factor in the prosperity
of a community has been generally overlooked. It has been
estimated that for every dollar spent in hotels by visitors to
iHorwath, E. B., and Toth, Louis, Hotel Accounting
,
Ronald Press
Company, New York, 19U8, pp. 7-8
*
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the community, they spend tvro dollars locally, outside the hotel.
Furthermore, for every dollar the hotel tal<:es in, about 90 cents
is paid over to local business interests. These figures, ad-
justed to a national basis, emphasize the importance of the hotel
industry: the annual sales reported by hotels amounted to
$1,000,000,000, and another $2,000,000,000 is spent locally by
hotel guests. Since 90 per cent of the hotels' receipts reach
local business, the hotels of this country are responsible for
bringing nearly $3^000,000,000 annually into the communities
Tifhere they are located. During the Second World War and in the
year immediately follovrlng it, all these figures increased about
^0 per cent.
Types of Hotels^
Hotels call be divided into t"WD general classes: those operating
on the American plan and those operating on the European plan, American-
plan hotels have one price, vfhich include both room and board, iviiile
European-plan hotels fix the prices of rooms separately so that guests
may either have their meals in the hotel dining room at its regular
prices or go to other restaurants.
Hotels can be classified as transient or residential, according
to the pemanency of their guests. A new semi-residential tj'pe has
developed in the larger cities, catering to both groups. Resort hotels
m.ay be regarded as semi-residential, with distinctive features of their
own.
The transient hotel is the direct descendant of the old inn,
operated primarily to accoimnodate, the traveler. Its distinguishing
characteristic is that it sells its room, including board if operating
under the ^Imerican plan, vn.thout previous agreement vdth the guest as
to the length of his stay, and consequently its rates are fixed on the
'^The information under this heading was adapted from general
reading in the Bibliography on page 7U.
€
per diera basis. Transient hotels in large cities are operated almost
exclusively" under the European plan, but in small cities some use the
American plan. A few attempts have been made in European-plan hotels
to fix the price for room and breakfast and in others to quote a price
covering dinner, room and breakfast to attract the motor tourist, but
these attempts have been too sporadic to be considered a pronounced
tendency. Many of the transient hotels rent a few rooms and suites
on monthly or yearly leases.
Among the transient hotels one frequently finds further classification
possible, as when specific hotels tend to cater to a particular class of
trade. Thus, family hotels, theatrical hotels, and commercial hotels
are found in the larger cities, and the tourist hotel is quite common
in the rural areas. Generally speaking, these designations suggest
somewhat lower rates than those of the best hotels catering to the general
public
.
The usual custom of transient hotels is to render a bill for all
services at the time of the guest's departure, or if his stay is longer
than a v^eek, at the end of seven days. Many of the low-priced hotels
extend credit for only three days.
The residential hotel can be described briefly as an apartment
house vdth hotel service, and for this reason is often referred to as
an apartment hotel. The rooms are sold on yearly or monthly leases,
either furnished or unfurnished, single or "en suite." Nearly every
residential hotel operates a restaurant and renders telephone, laundry.
t.
and valet service. Rents are usually collected monthly in advance, v:hile
other charges are billed weeldy. Residential hotels are found only in
the larger cities, and operate almost exclusively under the European
plan.
A purely residential hotel is not a hotel in the legal sense of the
word since its tenants are not transients. However, its methods of
operation and accounting are quite similar to those of the transient hotel.
The semi-residential hotel offers its rooms at a weekly or monthly
rate, and also at a daily rate, with a rate reduction for prolonged
occupancy. Consequently, this type of hotel attracts more or less per-
manent tenants who do not wish to be bound by a lease, as well as many
transients who want to take advantage of the reduced rate for a longer
stay. Like the residential hotels, these semi-residential houses are
found in larger cities, and are operated under the European plan.
The tj'pical resort hotel resembles the semi-residential hotel in
that it may fix its rates by the day, week, month, or season. Since its
guests are persons who wish rest or amusement, the resort has t o provide
the means of satisfying these desires in addition to the usual hotel
seirvice. Years ago, resort hotels operated almost exclusively under the
American plan, but now many located in popular vacation centers operate
under the European plan or give their patrons the choice betvreen the
two plans. As motor travel developed, many resort hotels gradually lost
part of their regularly returning patronage but gained a transient trade
from the motor tourists. Thus, resort hotels have become more and more
like transient hotels.

6Problems and Methods
The problems and methods of hotel accounting arise from the nature
of the business. There is hardly any other business in vdiich the amount
involved in each individual transaction is so small and where these
transactions, cash or credit, follow each other with such rapidity. A
guest may arrive and tal<:e a room, have his baggage delivered, use the
telephone and valet service, have his meal in his room or in the dining
room, send a telegram, purchase cigars, and dictate a few letters to
the public stenographer, all v/ithin little more than an hour. During
the same time he must be registered^ his nai'ae must be listed so that
*
I
mail and telephone messages can reach him^ an account must be opened
for himj the baggage porter, telephone operator, valet, restaurant
cashier, telegraph office, cigar stand, and public stenographer must
all record the charges for their services, and miust report the charges
to the bill clerk, who, in turn must post them to the account of the
guest. All this vrork must be done mth such rapidity that the account
with the guest is up to the m-inute, day or night, for the guest may ask
for his bill at any moment and leave the hotel. Since the residence
address of the guest is often unlcnovm to the hotel clerk, there is very
little chance of collecting from him any charge not recorded on his ac-
count at the time he checked out.
On the other hand, several of the services ^..f the hotel may be used
I by persons vdio are not registered guests prefering to pay for the services

when rendered^ rather than have the charges added to their accounts.
This means that employees in many departments are both collecting cash
and recording charges.
The leasing of departments by the hotel is referred to as privileges
or concessions, and the lessees are called concessionaires. The con-
cessionaires operate these departments entirely independent of the
hotel's management or supervision, so long as they conform to its
policies. Sometimes the concessionaire pays the hotel a certain percent-
age of its sales, but this arrangem.ent is advisable only when the hotel
has control over the concessionaire's sales, as in the case of the
guest's laundry. It is more customary and also v/iser to agree on a
fi:ced compensation to the hotel. In either case the hotel guarantees
the accounts of its guest, so that the concessionaire can sell on
credit as a convenience to the guest, provided he makes sure that his
customer is registered at the hotel, and notifies the bill clerk of the
charge before the guest checks out. This guarantee is not extended to
r
specialty stores selling valuable pieces of merchandise, unless the
charge to the guest is especially approved by the hotel management. The
hotel credits the concessionaires v/ith their charge sales to the guest
regardless of Yfhether or not it in turn collects from the guest. Settle-
ment mth the concessionaires is usually made at the end of the month.
From these circurastances arises the most important part of hotel
accounting: the internal control of income and accounts receivable.
As far as the purchasing and storing of merchandise and the preparation

and control of pay roll are concerned, there is no difference between a
hotel and other business enterprises, although special methods hare been
adopted more as matter of custom than of necessity. IJie valuation of
china, glassware, silverware, and linen which represents a substantial
part of the hotel »s assets, calls for individual methods of accounting.
In the field of cost accounting, the control of the cost of food sold
presents problems peculiar to hotels and restaurants,
A department classification as given by Ifergaret Pitcher^is as
follows I
The departments that make up a hotel organization may be
divided into two groups: those that produce revenue directly
and those that do not produce revenue directly. In the first
group belong the two major revenue-producing departments,
rooms and restaurant, and the minor departments, such as
telephone, cigar and newsstand. The second group consists
in many hotels of only two departments: accounting and
engineering, the latter including the operation of the heat-
ing and power plant, as well as the maintenance of the build-
ing and equipment.
In a hotel of 100 rooms or less, there may be a full-time accountant
who audits the work of the room clerks, day and night, does checking of
invoices and other records common to the work of any accounting depart-
ment, enters the daily records in summary journals and at the end of
the accounting period posts entries to the general ledger. He also
makes any statistical records helpful to management and the regular
periodic financial statements. In hotels of $0 rooms or less the work
^Pitcher, Margaret E,, Hotel Bookkeeping , Pitman and Sons, New York,
19U9, p. 10.

of the accountant is frequently done by the manager or a secretary-
bookkeeper who receives his supervision. In scane hotels a part-tme
accountant is employed to carry on the accounting functions either for
a few hours each week or for about one day each month to make statistical
records and the financial statements.

CHAPTER III
THE EQUIRffiNT AND ACCOUNTING WORK OF THE FRONT OFFICE
Before entering into the discussion of the accounting problems in-
volved in the control of room sales, the work of the front office should
be considered. The aim of this chapter is to consider the tools used,
and the relative service functions performed, at this point of guest
I
contact, without entering into a lengthy explanation of accounting methods,
which are fully covered in subsequent chapters.
Room Rack
A typical room rack as listed by a hotel supplier is the constantly
changing visible index of all occupied and vacant guest rooms in the
hotel. It is constructed in the sar-ie way as the racks used for time
cards. For each room there is a pocket bearing the room number on the
left end and so constructed that a card or a slip dropped into the pocket
will not cover the number. The pocket of standard size is for a card or
slip k inches long and 1 l/2 inches high. The pockets overlap, exposing
about 1/3 of each card. The exposure may be half an inch or even nar-
rov\rer where the available space is limited. The pockets are arranged in
columns, the maximum practical height of a column being 36 inches.
The room rack numbers should be so arranged on the room rack that
any number can be quicklj'' located. The best arrangement is one floor
to the column, or, where this is not possible, two complete floors. Since
most of the bedroom floors, at least in the newer hotels, are exactly

alike, this arrangement of the room rack enables the room clerk to find on
a horizontal line all the rooms of the same location and character. The
room numbers on the rack must be arranged in the same order as the room.s
on the floors, so that communicating doors between the rooms can be in-
dicated on the rack. Conseq_uentlj, the pockets are not necessarily set
in numerical order. If, for example, the rooms on one side of a corridor
bear odd numbers and those on the other side even numbers, the room rack
shows first all the odd numbers arranged in order, then all the even num-
bers. Strictly numerical arrangement is not of primary importance, but
adjoining rooms should have adjoining pockets on the rack.
While a good room clerk should know the location of the rooms and the
equipment that each contains, the room rack should give him all the in-
formation needed for intelligent and quick selection of the room, desired
by a guest, so that he will not have to rely on his memory. This infor-
mation is recorded by symbols on the exposed parts of the pockets. No
absolute uniformity exists in symbols, but the following are those mainly
recommended by John Willy Company^ hotel supplier:
Connections
.
Connecting doors between rooms and indicated
by vertical black arrov/s iirimediately following the room number.
Connection through a bathroom, is indicated by a red arrow.
Baths . Tub Bath Red B
Shovrer Red (Inverted T)
Tub S: Shower Red X
John Vlilly Company, Chicago, Illinois
<
Baths may be indicated also by the color of the
room numbers as follows:
Tub Bath
Shower
Tub & Shower
No Bath
All figures in red
All figures in green
First and last figures in red,
center figures in green
All figures in black
Beds.
Rates
.
Single bed
Double bed
Twin beds (2 sin-
gles)
Single & Double
Two double beds
Green S
Green D
Green T
Green 0
Green
Rates are indicated by a figure and a fraction
(3 1/2 equals $3.50). Rate for one person is given
first, then rate for two persons. If a room is
arranged so that it may be sold with or ivithout
a bath, the rates without the bath are indicated
first, then the rates with bath in red figures.
The arrangement of these symbols on a room rack, except
for variations in colors, is illustrated below.
301 -L S 3 h
302 B T 7
303 S 2 1/2 3 1/2
30U X 0 6 8
305 B D J/ U 1/2 6
306 JL D U 5 1/2
307 /\ B 6 8
308 -i- S 3 h
309 X T 6 8
310 D 3 h
311 B D U 1/2 6

V/hen a room is vacant, its pocket in the room rack is empty and all
the symbols are exposed to view. As soon as the room is sold, a rack
slip is inserted in the pocket, showing the room number, guest's name
and city of residence, number of persons occupying the room, rate per
day, and the date of arrival. Rack cards of different colors are used to
indicate that the room is reserved, or that it is out of order and may
not be sold. A rack card of a distinct color, or a rack slip folded in
half may be used to indicate that a room is "on change," that is, that
the room has just been vacated and is being cleaned for the next guest.
As soon as the housekeeper notifies the room clerk that the room is
ready, the special signal is removed from the rack and the room again
appears as salable. Hone of these rack cards covers the printed room
number on the rack; all room numbers are always visible.
To prepare the rack slip immediately after the registration of the
guest is not always possible, as a number of persons may register in
rapid succession. In order to avoid selling the same room again before
the rack slip for the first guest has been inserted, various signal
devices are used to indicate that a room is sold and awaiting the rack
slip.
The Mail and Key Rack
The mail and key rack consist of a number of pigeonholes, one for
each guest room, large enough to hold the room key and mail of ordinary
size. It is usually exposed to view from the lobby, so that the guest can
see his.
ii
Reservation and Arrivals
In the small hotel, reservations received by mail are usually-
acknowledged by the manager. The correspondence is then turned over to
the room clerk, who makes a record of it» An ordinary bound diary may
be used for recording resei^vations, unless they are so numerous that the
more flexible loose-leaf book or visible index file is more practicable.
The room clerk enters in his reservation diary, under the date the guest
is expected to arrive, the guest's name, a brief description of the kind
of room desired, and the rate specified. Each ni^ht the reservations for
the following day are recorded on cards of a distinctive color which are
arranged in alphabetical order, either on a tray or in a separate reserva-
tion rack. As soon as the first room clerk comes on duty in the morning,
he assigns such rooms as are available by transferring the reservation
cards to the respective pockets in the room rack, at the saipe time marking
on each reservation in the diary the number of the room assigned. As
additional rooms are vacated, the remaining reservation cards are trans-
ferred to the room rack in the same manner, until all reservations are
filled.
i
CH/IPTER IV
RECORDS OF FRONT OFFICE AND CONTROL OF ROOM SALES
Record of Arrivals
Registration . The form used to record the guest's arrival and the
sale of the room is the register. According to Hoirrath & Toth-^:
There are two forms of registers in general use, the sheet
and the individual registration card. (For reasons of convenience
in filing, and to minimize record keeping), the sheet register has
been generally supplanted by the card from which will be the form
illustrated and used in this work. Figure 1.
The room clerk who is held responsible for the legibility of all
registrations is required to print the name above the signature if there
is any doubt about the spelling or initials. Registrations of those who
do not rent rooms because they cannot be given the kind of rooms desired,
or who check out for any other reason, are marked by the room clerk
"D,N,S.," meaning "did not stay." Such cancellations should be 0,K'd by
the manager.
Room Rates
In transient hotels operated on the European plan the room rates
fixed by the management are for overnight occupancy, A guest may arrive
at 6 A. M. and leave at 6 P. M. of the following day, occupying his room
for 36 hours, or he may arrive at midnight and use the room only six
•^Horwath, E. B., and Toth, Louis, Hotel Accounting, Ronald Press
Company, New York, 191^8, p. 3
r
I-Iotel Ilame
No.
Date IJarch 1, 19l|8
Name John Jones
Street 2h Walnut Street
City Waltham, Massachusetts
Arrived Room Rate Clerk Departure
3/1A8 301 3— REJ 3/3A8
Money, Jeirrels, and other Valuables must be placed in the safe
at the Office; othend-se the Management will not be held
responsible for any loss.
Figure 1. Individual Registration Card

hours; the price is usually the same in either case. Travelers rent
hotel rooms primarily to sleep in during the night; consequently they
have to pay the full price for the accommodation, regardless of how long
they occupy the room during the preceding and following day.
Detailed Record of Room Sales
Margaret Pitcher^ states:
Mary small hotels use a room count book. In this book the
room numbers are listed in a column next to the left-hand margin,
in the same order as th^ appear on the room rack. Following the
room rack there are two columns for each day of the month: one
for the number of persons, and the other for the daily rates
charged for the rooms. Each day the night clerk or the last
clerk on duty lists in this book the number of persons and the
daily room rate for each occupied room. The totals of these
columns show how many persons are sleeping in the house that night
and the total amount due from them for the rooms they are occupy-
ing, the latter being the amount of the room sales for the day.
See Figure 2.
Housekeeper's Report
Despite all the efforts to safeguard the correctness of the detailed
record of income from rooms prepared and summarized by the night clerk,
errors may occur. In small hotels, where one person may act as room
clerk, bill clerk, and cashier, there may be intentional omissions from
all records. Some guests attempt to leave without paying their bills.
Consequently, further proof of the correctness of the room report is
^Pitcher, Margaret E., Hotel Bookkeeping, Pitman & Sons, New York,
19li8, p. 3
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provided in the form of the housekeeper's daily report of occupied rooms.
This report is prepared by the housekeeper the follovring morning
on the basis of the maid's inspection of the rooms. The information as
to occupancy and baggage in the rooms is summarized on the data sheet.
This sheet contains a list of all room numbers followed by a small blank
space for symbols to show the status of each room. (Figure 3 ). In
most cases the following symbols give sufficient information:
V Occupied, baggage in room
X Occupied, no baggage
B Baggage, room not occupied
0 Room out of order
"Occupied" refers to overnight occupancy, that is, someone slept
in the room.
As one of the purposes of the housekeeper's report is to prevent
intentional omission from the room income records, this report should be
given to the accountant for auditing or to the manager if he acts as the
accountant and auditor,
FoiTO of Guest's Account
The account may be combined with the room rack slip, in which case
the room rack also serves as the account file, A combination room rack
slip and account card is illustrated in Figure l\. . This form has a stub
attached to it which is intended for use in the information rack, Mary
hotels keep this form in duplicate, that is, have a folded form with
perforated folded edge with carbon between the copies; then the guest
can have the carbon copy as his receipt.
(t
r
HOUSEKEEPER'S REPORT
DAY Monday DilTE March 1, I9U8
Floor 3 Floor k
Rm. No.
1
Rm. No. f
301 iiOl
302 i;02
303 i|03
30ii koh
T
-j_ —
Figure 3. Housekeeper's Report
(I
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Name Rate Date
Room
301 Jones 3.00 3/1A8
No. Ip063
Departed 3/3A8
L.
Room Name Rate Date
301 Jones 3.00 3/1A8
No. 15063
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Posting to the Guest's Account
Ihen the guest registers, the clerk merely opens an account by
recording on it the name and residence of the guest, the date of arrival,
and the rate.
The head waiter or person in charge of the dining room should see
that signed waiter's checks (food orders) are broiight to the front office
for posting to the guest's account soon after the guest has been served.
The telephone switchboard in small hotels is generally in the front
office, A telephone sheet is kept, and the clerk posts the guest's
account directly from this traffic sheet.
As described in Uniform System of Accounts for Hotels:
3
If the hotel has arrangements vdth a laundry and a tailor
shop for serving the guests and billing the hotel weekly or
monthly, a journal should be kept in the front office for
recording the charges for such services. This journal serves
at the same time as a basis for payments to the laundry and
the tailor shop. If the hotel pays the laundry or tailor
every time they render service to a guest, the disbursement
is entered in the front office cash book and posted to the
guest's account as a cash advance.
^Hotel Association of N. Y. City, Uniform Syst«n of Accounts for
Hotels, 19U6, p. U.
cf
c
23
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Front Office Cash Sheet
Regardless of what kind of a bookkeeping system a hotel has a
record of, the cash received and paid out at the front office must be
kept (see Figure 5 )• The following explanation will clarify the use
of the various columns.
Cash Received:
Acct. No.: This column is necessary only where numbered
cards are used for guest's accounts.
Total Received: In this column should be entered the total
amount of eacii cash receipt. As soon as the details of the amount
received are entered in the following columns, the figures should be
cross-added to make certain that the total is correct.
Rooms and Telephone: In these columns should be entered
the amounts collected for room rents and for telephone service,
respectively. If a room or telephone charge is reduced by an allow-
ance or rebate, only the net amount should be entered here.
Laundry: The assiimption was made in this illustration that
the hotel does not do the guest's laundry but sends it out, and that
the hotel does not pay for the laundry packages as they are received,
but pays only once a week or whenever the outside laundry sends a
bill. Under such circumstances all collections for laundry services
from guests should be entered in this separate colunin, as here illus-
trated. If the front office pays for each guest's laundry package
when it is received from the outside laundry, a separate column is
not necessary, but the transaction should be recorded as a cash advance
to the guest.
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Cash Advances to Guests ; In this column should be entered all
amounts collected from guests on the charges to their accounts -which
have been previously entered in the Advances-to-Guests column on the
Gash Paid Out side of the Front Office Cash sheet.
Sundries ; Cigars and newspapers are usually sold by the
front office clerks in a small hotel. A small cash register may be
used to record such sales. Each clerk should take the register readings
upon beginning and completing his duties for the day, and should enter
on his cash sheet as illustrated in Figure $ , the difference between
the readings, which is the amount of his cigar and newspaper sales. If
there is no cash register, the amount of each cigar and newspaper sale
should be entered on a sheet or in a book, and each clerk should enter
the total amount of his sales on the Front Office cash sheet.
In this illustration, the front office clerks were assumed to col-
lect the restaurant cash directly frcm the customers or from the
waiters. The amount of each restaurant check should be entered on a
separate sheet or in a book, and the total amount of restaurant cash
received by each clerk should be recorded on the front office cash
sheet. To save the use of a book, the restaurant checks may be kept
and totaled to represent the total restaurant receipts.
Cash Paid Out ;
Advances to Guests ; When a payment is made for a guest, his
room number, account number (if numbered cards are used), name, the
amount paid for him, and the description or explanation of the payment
should be entered in the columns provided for these purposes under the
heading. Cash Paid Out, as illustrated in Figure 5 . The true cash
i(
I
i
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advances are amounts paid to guests as an accommodation, or paid for
them to others for C, 0. D, packages and telegrams.
In addition, cash advances are frequently made for services paid
to some outsider by hotels not equipped to give a particular service.
An example of this advance is valet service when the tailor delivers
the garment. The details of the payment should be entered under the
Cash Paid Out on the Hront Office Cash sheet, ^owever, the hotel often
pays the tailor less than it charges the guest, the difference between
the two amounts being the hotel's commission for calling for and deliv-
ering the garment. In such cases the simplest procedure is to enter as
a cash paid out item the full amount chargeable to the guest, and to
enter the amount of the commission as a cash receipt. These entries
are illustrated in Figure 5, (an advance of $1 to H, Hall, Room 312,
for valet service, and a receipt of 2^ cents as commission from the
tailor). If the hotel does not pay the tailor for each garment as it
is received, no entry is made on the cash sheet when the garment is
delivered, but the guest' s account is charged from the tailor' s bill
or fran a charge ticket. In such a case, a separate column for Valet
is necessary in the Cash Received section of the Front Office cash
sheet, in which are entered all collections for valet service in that
column.
Restaurant charges may be recorded in one of two ways, according
to the number of charge checks. If most guests pay for their meals
when they are served and only a few meals a day have to be charged,
the simplest procedure is to cash the charge checks at the front of-
fice and include both cash and charge sales in the cash receipts of

the restaurant; that is, the front office pays the checks and enters
them as cash advances to guests. The first two entries in the Cash
Paid out section of Figure 5 illustrate the recording of such advances.
If there are mar^r charge checks in the restaurant, the Front Office
Cash sheet should not be cluttered up with them, so as not to compli-
cate the handling of the cash by entering them as advances. Instead,
all restaurant checks should be entered on a standard form of restau-
rant cashier's sheet which has separate columns for cash and for charge
checks. Figure 6, The guest's accounts should be charged from the
charge checks wiiich should be sent to the front office promptly, so
that the entries on an account can be made before the guest checks out.
Where the restaurant charge checks are not entered on the Front Office
Cash sheet as advances to guests, a separate Restaurant column is nec-
essary in the Cash Received section of the Front Office Cash sheet and
in it are entered all collections for restaurant charges.
The follov/ing summary of these expenses is given by Horwath and
Horvfath:
House Expenses ; It should be a general policy to pay
all ETlls by check, and to draw a check for the amount of
each payroll. Making such pajnnents out of the front office
cash drawer leads to confusion, looseness in handling cash,
unnecessary complications, and waste of time in bookkeep-
ing. The front office clerks should pay only small items
of house expense that cannot conveniently be paid by check,
such as express charges, occasional small purchases in
neighboring stores, extra wages, and similar items. Such
pajTnents should be entered in the last column of the front
office cash sheet, vdth the name of the person to whom the
rI
RESTAUPJdlT CASHIER'S SHEET
Cashier or Clerk Blake Date March 1, 19U8
Waiter '
s
liumber
Check
xliimber
Number
Persons
Cash
Pieceived
Guest
'
Ilaine
s Room
number Charge Food Cigars Sundry
20
20
151
152
2
1
2.50
Jones 301 2.50 2.50
Figarn 6. Restairrant Cashier's Sheet
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payment was made and the explanation of the item in the pre-
ceding columns provided for these purposes. A bill or
voucher should be filled out for each payment made.'^
Each front office clerk should have a separate cash sheet and
before going off duty he should rule off his sheet, add up his receipts
and payments, deduct the total amount paid out from the total amount
received, and turn over his net receipts, together with the bills and
vouchers paid to the proprietor or the accountant. This summary is
illustrated in Figure 5 .
In order to keep the front office funds in balance with the least
amount of work, the exact amount of the net receipts should be depos-
ited in the bank daily. The few minutes required to make up the daily
deposit will save many hours of work later.
^Horwath and Horwath, Simplified System of Accounts for Small Hotels
,
American Hotel Association of United States, New York, 193^7 p. 36.

CHAPTER V
RECORDS AND CONTROL OF FOOD FOR THE RESTAURAOT
Necessity for Control
Mr. E. Clarenback writes of the importance of food control;
In many small hotels the actual cost of raw material used
in the kitchen is greater than the sum total of all other
expenditures in conducting the hotel, including rent, payroll
and all other items. Therefore, we should devote some attention
to the control of this large expense. Large hotels devote much
time, attention, and money to food costing, but even with this
expense, most food cost systems are an approximation. This is
because of the extreme difficulty of alloting labor costs to the
preparation of the food. Often small hotels feel that they cannot
afford the time or money to have any food control, so the illustra-
tions in this Tfork will show the least time consuming and least
expensive plan, yet a plan that will in a way key the food costs
with the food receipts.
1
The Storeroom
Everything in the manner of food that is purchased for the hotel
should first be delivered to the storeroom which should be under lock
and key and accessible to one person only. This person may be the
manager, the chef, or the front office clerk. In some cases the
accountant may have time to carry on this duty. If possible, the
storekeeper should be the buyer. The storekeeper should check and weigh
all material received and preferably should enter the same in a receiv-
ing book. See Figure 7. This receiving book is merely a book with
^Clarenback, E., Clarenback' s Hotel Accounting
, Hotel Monthly Press
Chicago, Illinois, 1930, page 1.

19U8 Pound
Unit
Price Total
r.arch 1 1 Prime Rib 33;;^ .20 6 60
3 Lamb Rack 26;/ .22
r-"
72
1 Veal Lc^ hl/f .22 9 02
Pitted Dates 9ff .16 1
Figure 7» Store Room Receiving Book
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ruled lines in -which can be recorded the date of receipt and the
quantity and items received with their unit prices and extensions* The
invoices, if they are received with the merchandise, are then given to
the office of the accountant for recording. The food is issued by the
storeroom to the kitchen and the dining ro<xii for the heads of the depart-
ments such as the chef, pastry cook, and head waiter only upon the
\
receipt of a signed requisition. See Figure 8 . These requisitions are
held as receipts by the storekeeper. Each day the storekeeper should
make a recapitulation of the requisitions from each department in
preparation for entering into the storeroom book.
Storeroom Book
Radell's explanation follows:
The left-hand side of the storeroom book is ruled into
columns, using one column for each department, the column
headings written in to correspond with heads of departments to
which the issues were made. See Figure 9 • The chef's depart-
ment has four subheads. Meats, Poultry, Fish, and General, The
receipts from the dining room and banquets should be entered into
the columns marked, receipts. Total issues to date are then
divided by the total receipts to date from the dining room and
banquets which will give the average dollar cost to date.^
The total issues to date for each department should then be divided
by the corresponding total receipts to date which gives the per dollar
cost of each department. This figure is entered in the columns next to
the proper department issues colimins. The sum of the several departments
per dollar cost must equal the total per dollar cost already obtained.
2Radell, N. H., Accounting and Food Control, F. S, Crofts & Co.,
N. Y., 1935, page 3li.
1

1*-
Dept. Chef - Meat
Requisition
Date March 1,
Storekeepers
Please supply following:
Amt« Articles
134# Beef Shank .09 1 22
16 # Loin of Beef .35 60
7 # Bacon .38 2 66
21 # Roast Beef .22 u 62
25 70
Received in good condition L. K.
Figure 8, Store Room Requisition

!March I9U8 STOREROOM BOOK
Issi;ies to Chef
Meats Poultry Fish General Total
Inventory Balance
li.03 1^7.30March 1 25.70 8.33
2 22.30 6.76 3.56 6.^0 39.12
ii8.00 16.00 7.59 U.83 86.1;2
3 23.20 7.30 2.81 8.75 ii2.06
71.20 23.30 10. Uo 23.58 128.U8
(chef's per Issues to Pastry Per Issues to Din, Rm. per
/Dollar Cost Pastry Dollar Cost Din. Room Dollar Cost
7.30 .05 3.63 .03.
5.90 .05 2.75 .03
1
13.20 6.37
i .36 6.50 .05 1.71* .02
19.70 8.11
Issues to
Pantry
Pantry per
Dollar Cost
Issues
Total ./
J'otal per
Dollar Cost
Meals Count
Breakfast iunch Dinner
) 7.50 .05 65.72 .I18 12 35 ii2
/ 5.61 .05 53.38 .U8 21 58 hQ
13.11 119.10 33 93 90
6.10 .05 56.UO .h8 27 56 U6
19.21 175.50 60 lh9
__136_
\ Meals Count Receipts
1
Total Inventory
yBanquets Total Din. Room Banquets Total Purchases
] 91 180 65.50 69.90 135.1^0 1200.00
56 183 87.50 22.75 110.25 113li.28
\ lii7 363 153.00 92.65 2li5.65 1080.90
) 8ii 218 81.15 3I1.7O 115.85 500.00 152I1.50
/ 231 581 23li.l5 127.35 361.50
Figure 9. Store Room Book

These results should be sent to depariMent heads each day.
In figuring the per dollar cost here, no allowances have been made
for food served to employees, as in small hotels this allowance is at
best a guess# When no allowance is made consistently from month to
month and year to year, making of comparisons are just as valuable as
when allowances are made. The column headed Meals Count can be used for
keeping track of the number of meals served each day, which is excellent
for periodic comparison. The per capita cost can be obtained by dividing
the issues by the total number of guests served.
The last column indicates the inventory of the storeroom at the
close of each day, after the total purchases have been added to inventory
of previous day and the total issues deducted. At the close of a
financial period the storekeeper should take an inventory of the store-
room which should equal within a few dollars the total of the inventory
column on the storeroom book.

CHAPTER VI
SUIilMARY CASH RECORDS
Cash Receipts Book
To deternd.ne how much cash was received from each source for the
month, a record is kept in "v^diich the totals of the Front Office Cash
sheets are entered each day. Such a record is the Cash Receipts Book,
Figure 10. In it, space is also provided for entering cash receipts which
do not go through the front office records.
The following explanations of the various columns will clarify the
use of this record.
Date . As a rule only one line is required for each day, but if
necessary, more than one may be used. The year and month should be
written at the top of the date column.
Gash Received . In these columns entitled Rooms, Telephone, Laundry,
and Cash Advances Collected, are entered the daily totals of the corre-
sponding columns of the Front Office Cash Sheet.
The amounts entered in the columns Restaurant, Cigar Stand, Valet
Commission, and Sundry Front Office Receipts are taken from the Sundries
column of the Front Office Cash sheet. In the Cash Receipts Book it is
necessary to have a separate column for restaurant, cigar stand, valet
commission and other receipts which occur daily, or at least frequently,
as otherwise the total receipts from these sources for the month could not
be conveniently accumulated. Receipts that occur only occasionally' are
entered in the Sundry Front Office Receipts column of the Cash Receipts

37
CASH RECEIPTS BOOK
Date
19U8
lar. 1
2
31
Rooms
62.50
73.00
50.75
2089.00
Tel. Laundry
6.00
2,1+0
In 30
1U8.U0
3.05
1.65
.87
Cash
Adv.
Coll.
18.25
10.30
7.52
361.78
Rest
83.95
70.15
8U.00
2700.65
Cigar
Store
11.20
13.25
11.18
390.19
Valet
Comn.
.25
.60
.75
llu 95
Sundry Front
^Office Rects. Other Rects. Total
Rects.
Adv. to
Guests
House
Exp.
Total
Pd. Out
Net .
Receipt
Dep.^Amount Explanation Amount Expl.
50.00
5.00
Store Rent
Scrap Sales
2,000 Banlc
Loan
2[i0.20
171.35
2000.00
159.37
12.80
9.65
11.35
5.10
2,7k
nt25.00
1.73
17.90
12.39
25.00
13.28
222.30
158.96
1975.00
1)16.09
2000.00 7868.92 388.29 83.82 U72.ll 7396.81
Figure 10. Cash Receipts Book
II

Book, Ydth proper explanation of each item, as illustrated in Figure 10.
Other Receipts . This column is provided for the cash receipts that
do not go through the front office and are not entered on the jF^ont
Office Cash sheet. Examples of such receipts are money borrov/ed, addi-
tional amounts invested in the business by the proprietor, tax refunds,
and similar extraordinary items.
Total Receipts. The total of all amounts recorded in the preceding
columns should be entered in this column. This total is usually the
same as that of the Total Received column of the Front Office Gash sheet,
except "When some extraordinary item, entered in the other Receipts column
here, is added to the front office receipts.
Cash paid Out. The amounts entered in these columns. Advances to
Guests, and House Expense, are taken from the corresponding columns of the
Front Office Gash sheet. The House Expense column should be used also
for recording the amount of interest deducted by the bank when the hotel
borrov^s money. See the entry under the date of March 2, Figure 10,
illustrating v<hat entry is made when the hotel borrows !!^2,000 on a note
and the bank deducts •'|?25 for interest and credits $1,97^ to the hotel's
account.
Total Paid Out. In this column is entered the total of the two
amounts in the Advances to Guest and House Expense columns.
Net Receipts Deposited . Here should be recorded the difference
between Total Receipts and Total Paid Out. As has already been
mentioned, it is important that the exact amount of the net receipts
entered in this column be deposited daily. The net receipts of Saturday
and Sunday should be deposited separately on Monday. In this manner.
i
the amounts appearing in the last coliimn of the Cash Receipts book will
be exactly the same as those in the pass book and on the bank statementj
and i»hen checking the bank balance at the end of the month it will be
easier to locate any error that may have been made in the cash account.
Vdhen the last entry for the month has been made, each column should
be totaled and the correctness of the column totals proved. The proofs
of the mathematical correctness of the entries and the colimin totals are:
(1) The total of all the Cash Received columns must equal the
Total Receipts column
j
(2) The total of the Advances to Guests and the House Expense
column must equal the Total Paid Out columnj and
(3) The difference between the Total Receipts and the Total
Paid Out columns must equal the Net Receipts Deposited
column.
Cash Disbursements Book
In addition to having an orderly record of cash receipts, it is
necessary to keep a systematic account of all payments made in cash or
by check. For this purpose is provided the Cash Disbursements Book
illustrated in Figure 11. And because it is important to know not only
how much is paid out, but also for what purposes the payments are made,
a number of analysis columns are provided. While this is primarily a
record of the checks drawn on the hotel's bank accoiint, it also serves
as a convenient place for classifying the payments made for house expenses
in the front office.
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The first entry in Figure 11 illustrates how front office payments
are entered and classified. The summary of the house expenses in
Figure 11 shows that on March 1 payments were made at the front office
as follows:
Express charges on food $1.35
Stationeiy ,2^
Payroll, Food Dept. 3*^0
Total IFSo
In Figure 11 the total amount of these payments is entered in the
Cash Paid at Front Office column; then the classification is made. The
$1.35 is entered in the Food Cost column, because the express charges
are part of the cost of food delivered by the express company. The ^3.^0
is recorded in the Payroll column, with the notation that it was paid out
for the Food Department. Finally, the 25 cents paid out for stationery
is entered in the General Expense column.
Payments made by check are classified in the same manner, the total
amount of each check being first entered in the Amount of Check column.
The Date, Name and Check Number column in Figure 11 require no
explanations. The other columns should be used as follows:
Amount of Check
. As already mentioned, the amount of each check
dravm should be entered here. Thus the total of this column will be the
amount of cash withdrawn from the bank during the month.
Cash Paid at Front Office . As previously mentioned, the total
amount of the p^ments made for house expenses at the front office is
entered here each day. Therefore, the entries in this column will be
the same as in the House Expense column of the Cash Receipts book.
Figure 11.

IEach payment entered in one of the two preceding columns is classi-
fied in the other colmnns in accordance with the following explanations:
Accounts Payable. Amounts paid for bills which have been entered
in the list of unpaid bills at the end of the preceding month.
Care should be taken to see that the amounts entered in this colmnn
are the same as those recorded on that list. If, for instance, the
amount due a food dealer has been entered in the list of unpaid bills at
%k$ and it is found at the time of payment in the following month that
the correct amount was $52, still only should be entered in the
Accounts Payable column, and the balance of $7 in the Food Cost column.
The list of unpaid bills will be explained further on.
Food Cost , Payments for food purchased, including cost of delj.very,
freight, express charges, aind cartage are listed here.
Cigar Cost , Pajinents for cigars, cigarettes, and for all other
merchandise sold at the cigar stand belong here.
Payroll , Included in this column are all salaries and wages in the
gross amount, with a notation in the Department column of the department
to which the payment should be charged, even though several lines may be
required for this information. The Deduction columns record the social
security, old age, and income tax withholdings, and any other necessary
deductions from the employees' salaries. These columns represent credits
which reduce the gross pay to equal the net amount paid in cash.
The following employees should be charged to the various departments:
Rooms : room clerks, bellman, elevator operators, house-
keeper, maids, housemen.
c
Food: kitchen crew, dining room crew.
General Expense ; manager, accountant, stenographer, tele-
phone operator.
Heat
,
Light & Power ; engine room employees.
Repairs & Maintenance ; carpenters, painters, and other
employees doing repair and main-
tenance work.
Room Expense , Expenses included in room expense are uniforms of
the department's employees; laundry (room linen); linen replacements;
china and glassware for bedrooms, cleaning supplies; dry cleaning for
bedrooms and lobby; all supplies furnished to guests (soap, writing
paper, ink, etc); and other expenses applicable directly to guest rocwis
and lobby.
Food Expenses , Here are uniforms of waiters and cooks; music in
dining room; laundry (restaurant linen); replacements of linen, china,
glassware, silverware, and kitchen utensils; cleaning supplies;
exterminating costs; dry cleaning (dining room); paper supplies; kitchen
fuel; menus; waiter's checks; and other expenses directly applicable to
food operations.
General Expense , This column lists such items as these: printing
and stationery (except menus and waiter's checks); subscriptions to
trade papers; dues of organizations, such as Chamber of Commerce,
Kiwanis, Lions, etc.; postage auad telegrams; traveling expenses; la^iyer's
and accountant's fees; payments for lost and damaged articles of guests;
bad checks; and other expenses that do not apply directly to any other
department.
I<
Heat
,
Light and Power , Electricity, fuel, electric bulbs, water,
ice, engine room supplies, and removal of ashes. are classified here.
Repairs and Maintenance , Repairs of furniture, bed springs, mat-
tresses, pillow, blankets, carpets, rugs, curtain, draperies, scarves,
window shades, screens, awnings, electrical and mechanical equipment,
elevators, all building repairs, and also all painting and decorating.
But the cost of new furniture, even if it is piorchased as a replacement,
should be entered in the Sundries column and marked Furniture,
Sundries . All items for which no separate column is provided are
placed here. The usual items in this column are these: telephone bill,
insurance premiums, advertising bills, taxes, furniture purchases,
interest, building improvements, repayment of loans, and the cost of
guests' laundry (provided guests' laundry charges are not treated as
cash advances). The nature of each item entered here should be indicated
in the Explanation column. When the Cash Disbursements Book is totaled,
this column should be summarized below its total, as illiistrated in
Figure 11
•
When all payments made during the month have been entered, each
column of the cash disbursements should be totaled. If there is no
mathematical error in the entries and all the column totals are correct,
the total of the Amount of the Check and Cash Paid at Front Office
columns will equal the total of all other columns.
In the illustration. Figure 11, only a few sample entries are
given, but the totals are based on a complete set of entries for the
month. Note that the total given for the Cash Paid at Front Office
column is the same as the total of the House Expense column in Figure S ,

The forms so far discussed give the hotel proprietor a ccxaplete
record of all cash transactions. Bit the hotel business is not strictly
a cash business and it is impossible to prepare a true statement of the
operations from the cash records alone. For one thing, the cash receipts
record does not show the true amount of income frcan various sources. The
cash received in any one month includes some roraa and other income eanied
during the preceding month; on the other hand, the cash receipts do not
include income earned but not yet collected*
Therefore, in order to find out what the hotel really earned, it is
necessary to know not only how much cash was collected, but also what is
owed by guests at the end of each month. On the morning of the first
day of the month the clerk on duty goes over all the guests ' accounts
and takes an inventory of the accounts by recording on a Front Office
Cash sheet or on any columnar sheet how much each guest owes, that is,
what he would pay if he checked out that morning before making any
charges for that day. The entries in this inventory are made exactly
in the same manner as on the Front Office Cash sheet. The following
illustration, which includes only a few sample entries but gives the
total of all acounts, shows how this inventory of the accounts receivable
should be made up:
INVENTORY OF ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE AT MARCH 31, 19U8
Room No, Acct, No Name
Meyer
Marshall
Walsh
Reichel
Shea
Bostwich
Kranz
Total Rooms Tel, . Ldy,
2 ,00 2 ,00
Cash Adv,
101
lOU
105
106
109
Ul2
lil82
lil90
Ul7ii
U78
U187
I4I72
10.00 6.00 ,30 1,00
3,20 2.50
3.17 1,50 1,17
li,38 3.00 ,80 .58
8,90 6.00 .20
ii,5o 2.50 ,20
2.70
1.80
2.70
.70
.50
lttO,73 110,50 15.15 1%33
rc
In order to get a correct picture of the financial condition of the
hotel and the results of its operations for any month, it is also nec-
essary to know what bills the hotel owes and for vdiat purpose it incurred
these debts. All the bills unpaid at the end of the month should be
listed on a separate sheet of the Cash Disbursements book or, if there is
room, at the bottom of the page of the current month's disbursements.
They should be listed in same manner as if they were being paid, except
that the total amount of the bill is entered in the Accounts Payable
column, and not in the amount of the Check column. Any discount allowed
on the bill (if the bill is to be paid within cash discount period)
should be deducted, and only the net amount payable entered.
At the bottom of Figure 11 can be found how the list of unpaid
bills should be prepared. Here again only a few entries are given as '
examples, but the totals are those of the complete list.
Vdth the uia of the Cash Disbursements book and the list of unpaid
bills, the cost of food, and cigar merchandise purchased can be deter-
mined. But in order to find out v;hat the results of operation are, the
proprietor should know hov/ much merchandise was consumed. The only way
to find that out is to take inventories. Inventories must be taken of
all food and cigar stand merchandise at the end of each month or financial
I
I
period. A special form is not essential for this purpose, although the
|
inventory books supplied by hotel stationers are very helpful.
The food inventorj-^ should include not only the food in the storeroom,
j
but also the food in the kitchen ice boxes. For all practical purposes
it is satisfactorj-- to price inventories at current market prices.
€
CHAPTER VII
GEl^IERAL LEDGER ACCOUNTS
The following are the general ledger accounts of an average 100-
room hotel vrlth balances at Febru.ary 28, 1914-8
1 Cash on Hand 200.00
oc Cash in Bank 237.00
3 Petty Cash
15.2U\x Accounts Receivable - Cash Advances
Accounts Receivable - Other 202.98
6 Inventories 5U0.00
7 Deposits with Public Ser^^n-ces Companies ^0.00
8 Prepaid Insurance 132.50
9 Prepaid Real Estate Taxes
10 Prepaid Telephone Rental 75.00
11 Land 15,000.00
12 Building 126,000.00
13 Reserve for Depreciation of Bldg,
11; Furniture and Equipment 18,000.00
15 Reserve for Furniture & Equipment
16 China, Class, Silver, Linen 2,300.00
17 Notes Payable
18 Accounts Payable
19 Accrued Payroll
350.00
36,000.00
6,000.00
560.00
19a - Social Security Taxes O.A. Deductions
19b - Withholding Tax Deductions
19c - Social Security Taxes Payable
20 Accrued Interest on Mortgage 250.00
21 Mortgage 50,000.00
22 Capital Stock 60,000.00
23 Surplus 9,592.72
2ij. Profit and Loss
162,752.72 162,752.72
25 Room Sales 37 General Expenses
26 Room Payroll 38 Advertising
27 Room Expense 39 Heat, Light Sc Power
28 Food Sales UO Repairs Maintenance
29 Food Cost {+1 Store Rentals
30 Food Payroll ^2 Real Estate Taxes
31 Food Exoense "^^^^^ l^^s
32 Cirar Stand Sales |^ Insurance on Bldg. ^ Contents
33 Cigar Stand Cost Interest on ortgage
3U Telephone Sales
Interest on Notes Payable
35 Telephone Cost Depreciation on Bldg.
36 Other Income U8 Depreciation on Furn, Equipment
fr
The accounts used here for illustration are carried through to the
Final Balance sheet and Profit and Loss statement. So that the trans-
action may be completed, the balances of the Asset and Liability account
as of February 28, 19U8, are also listed.
The following discussion will clarify the use of some of the accounts
•which are peculiar to hotels or to the system of bookkeeping herein des-
cribed.
Gash on Hand* There should be a fixed amount of cash on hand at
the front office at the beginning of each day. If this fund has to be
increased, a check should be made out, cashed at the bank, and charged
to this account.
Petty Cash* This is a so-called "wash account." It is used merely
for the convenience of balancing entries. Note that the total amount
of house expenses paid in cash is charged to this account from the House
Expense column of the Cash Receipts book Figure 10 and credited frcm the
Cash Paid at Front Office column of the Cash Disbursements book.
Figure 11.
Accounts Receivable - Cash Advances , and
Accounts Receivable - Other . While these are essentially one asset,
it is better to separate them into two accounts if the simple system
herein described is followed. The first results fron cash transactions
and is a controlling account. The balance of the second is based on the
inventory or list of accounts receivable. The details of Accounts
Receivable - Other are:
Due for: Rooms $17li.50
Telephone 13.15
Guests' Laundry 15.33
1202.^8
c
Inventories . The details of this account are:
Food U^O.OO
Cigar Stand 90.00
Deposits with Public Service Companies
.
Hotels, like other con-
sumers, often have to make a deposit with electric and gas companies as
security for the payment of their bills.
Prepaid Real Estate Taxes . This account has a credit balance, which
indicates that it is an accrued expense, not a prepayment. It is not
necessary to have a separate accrual account when this condition exists,
because if the taxes are paid when due, they are prepaid most of the
year. The credit balance here is the tax accrued for two months.
Prepaid Telephone Rental . Telephone companies as a rule bill the
rental charge for equipment in advance. In this case the bill for
February, which is included in the accounts payable, includes the equip-
ment rental for March. Hence, it is necessary to have this account, the
balance of which remains tne same unless there is some change in the
hotel's equipment or rental rates,
China
,
Glass, Silver
,
and Linen . This equipment should never be
merged with the furniture and equipment account. Because these articles
are constantly being replaced, the group should never be written doim to
less than half its original cost. All replacements should be charged as
operating expenses.
f
CHAPTER VIII
POSTING CASK BOOKS AND UNPAID BILLS AND ADJUSII.ENTS
After having read all the explanation up to this point, the book-
keeper should have no difficulty in posting the total of tiie Gash Receipts
book, the Cash Disbursements book, and the list of unpaid bills. Of
course, he must first satisfy himself that the three records are satis-
factorily prepared.
The totals of these three records are suiTiiarized here in journal
form. The number in parentheses preceding each amount is that of the
general ledger account to which that amount should be posted.
Summary of Cash Receipts Book
Name of Account Acct. No, Dr. Cr.
Cash in Bank
Advances to Guests
Petty Cash
Room Sales
Telephone Sales
Other Income (Guests' Ldy)
Advances to Guests
Food Sales
Cigar Stand Sales
Other Income (Valet Comm.
)
Other Income (Sundries)
Store Rentals
Notes Payable
(2)
(h)
(3)
(25)
(3U)
(36)
(U)
(28)
(32)
(36)
(36)
(ia)
(17)
7,396.81
388.29
83.82
100.00
2,000.00
7,868.9^
2,700.65
2,089.00
li|8.U0
hk.h$
361.78
390.19
19,50
7, 86a. 92

Summaiy of Cash Disbursements Book
x/x •
(18)
(29) oil0.00
2^^^00
(26)
do) 627.10
(^1) 200.00
13^^.00
Room RynpTisp (21) 19^.00
TJ'oori Rvnpr»5?pX wVi/VX XJi^ Xiw C ni) 190.00
ri-priPTal T^^vnpnfsp (37) 115.00
T-Tpp"!" T.t cfVi+ anrS Powpt* C39) 210.00
Rpnfli 7**? J5nH ^ffli n+.pnAnPp (h.0) 165.00
Prepaid Real Estate Taxes (9) 1,050.00
Prepaid Insurance (8) 82,00
Furniture and Equipment (lU) 130.00
Other Income (Guests' Ldy. Cost) (36) 23.00
Advertising (38) 65.00
Interest on Notes Payable (ii6) 25.00
Social Security 0. A. Dedt, (19a)
"iTithholding Tax Deductions (19b)
Cash in Bank (2)
Petty Cash (3)
Cr.
lli.27
25.73
5,309.63
83.82
5,132.85 5,li32.85
Summary of Unpaid Bills
Name of Account Acct. No. Dr. Cr.
Food Cost (29) 296.75
Cigar Cost (33) 27.65
Rocrni Expense (27) 27.75
Food Expense (29) 69.60
General Expense (37) 2U.50
Heat, Light and Power (39) 60.00
Repairs and "aintenance m 22.50
Furnitiire and Equipment (lU) 80.00
Telephone Cost (3U) 165.00
Other Income (Guests ' Ldy, Cost) (36) 8.85
Advertising (38) 16.00
Accounts Payable (18) 798.60
798.60
ft
1
Adjustments
Adjustment of Accounts Receivable . It has already been explained
that, in order to determine the amount of income earned, it is necessary
to adjust the cash sales. The first adjustment. Journal Entry No. 1,
takes out of sales the income which had accrued before the beginning of
the month. The second adjustment. Journal Entiy No. 2, adds to the
sales the income which was earned during the month but was not collected.
This second adjustment was based on the inventory of accounts receivable
illustrated heretofore, but the amount of cash advances due from guests
is excluded because this item already appears in the general ledger,
both the cash advances made and the cash advances collected during the
month having been posted from the Gash Receipts book. In these journal
entries, as well as in those that follow, the figure in parentheses
before each amount is the number of the general ledger account to which
that amount should be posted.
(1) Room Sales (2^) 17U.^0
Telephone Sales (3U) 13.15
Other Income (Guests' Ldy.) (36) 15.33
Accounts Receivable - Other (S) 202.98
To reverse accounts receivable as of February, I9U8
(2) Accounts Receivable - Other (5) 138. 98
Room Sales (25) 110.50
Telephone Sales (3U) 15.15
Other Income (Guests' Ldy.) (36) 13.33
To record accounts receivable as of March 31, I9U8
It will be noted that, after the Cash R-eceipts book has been
posted, the balance of the Accounts Receivable—Cash Advances, is
exactly the same as the total of the cash advances in the inventory of
accounts receivable. This will, of course, always be the case if all
ff
c
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the entries on the guests' accounts and on the Front Office Cash sheets
have been correctly made. However, only too often errors creep in and
cause a difference between the ledger account balance and the total
amount of the advances listed in the inventory of account receivable.
An attempt should be made to locate the difference, first by checking
the correctness of the inventory, and then by checking the cash advance
items from the Front Office Cash sheets to the guests' accounts. In
any event, the ledger account should be adjusted to show the same balance
as the inventory. Small adjustments of this nature may be made against
general expense. If the differences are frequent and in amounts import-
ant enough to record on a separate account, there should be opened an
account. Difference in Cash Advances.
Adjustments of Inventories . These adjustments require no further
explanation. It is simpler first to reverse the opening entry for
inventory and then record the closing inventory in a separate entry, as
is illustrated in Journal Entry No. 3 and U, than merely to adjust the
differences between the two inventories in one entry.
(3) Food Cost (29) U50.00
Cigar Cost (33) OQ.OQ
Inventories (6)
To reverse inventories of February 28, I9I48
(U) Inventories (6)
Food Cost (29)
Cigar Cost (33)
To record inventories of March 31, I9U8
592.50
5U0.00
512.50
80.00
Other Journal Entries for adjusting . The other journal entries
required to adjust the accounts illustrated here are:
175.00(5) Real Estate Taxes (1|2)
Prepaid Real Estate Taxes (9)
To record real estate e^^ense for March, I9U8
175.00
0
(6) General Expense (Insurance) (37) 25,00
Insurance on KLdg. & Contents (hh) UO.OO
Prepaid Insurance (8) 65.00
To record insurance e:5)ense for March, 19U8
(7) Interest on Mortgage (ii5) 2^0.00
Accrued Interest on Mort. (20) 250.00
To record interest for March, 19hQ on 50,000 mortgage
at the rate of 6% a year,
(8) Depreciation of Building (hi) 300.00
Reserve for Dep. of Bldg. (13) 300.00
To record depreciation based on book value of $90,000
and estimated remaining life of 25 years.
(9) Depreciation of Furn. & Equip. (U8) 150.00
Reserve for Dep. of F. & E, (15) 150.00
To record depreciation based on $18,000 cost at the
rate of 10% a year.
In entry No. 5> the real estate expense for the month is recorded.
The cost of workmen's compensation, public liability, burglary,
elevator liability, and, in fact, all other insurance, with the exception
of insurance on the building and equipment, should be charged to general
expense. Insurance on building and equipment is chargeable to Insurance
on Building and Contents account; it includes fire, tornado, sprinkler
leakage, boiler explosion, and plate glass insurance. All insurance
policies should be listed on a sheet with columns provided for the name
of the insurance company, policy number, kind of insurance, effective
and expiration dates, amount of insurance, amount of premium, and a
separate column for each month in which the premium chargeable in that
month is entered. With such an insurance record kept up to date, it is
a simple matter to make the entry illustrated as No. 6.
The explanation following Entry No. 7 does not require further
clarification.

The average useful life of a hotel building is about 35 years.
In the illustration here it is assumed that the building was 10 years
old on March 1, and Entry No, 8 is based on that assumption. Basing
the depreciation charge of a fixed percentage of the cost often leads
to errors. The proper way to calculate building depreciation is to
divide the book value (cost less depreciation reserve) as at the be-
ginning of the month, by the number of months of remaining useful life.
By this method the cost of additions and improvements will be written
off at the same date as the original cost of the building.
Hotel furniture and equipment is usually depreciated at the rate
of 10 per cent a year, although many hotel men claim that the rate
should be higher. Entry No. 9 is based on the 10 per cent rate.
Another adjustment that can be made monthly or at the end of every
quarter of a year (March 31, June 30, September 30, December 31) > is
that for Social Security Taxes Payable. Since these figures and taxes
may vary due to changing tax laws, both Federal and State, no lengthy
discussion nor fig\ires are presented. However, at the present writing,
the proprietor is liable on every payroll dollar for Social Security Old
Age Taxes of one per cent (equal to that of employee), two and seven-
tenths per cent Unemployment Compensation Tax payable to the State
(unless merit rating prevails), and three-tenths per cent Unemployment
Compensation Tax to the Federal Government (payable yearly). The entry
to express the tax liability for current wages paid would be:
General Expenses (S. S. Taxes)
Social Security Taxes Payable
To show the liability for social security taxes
on wages paid to date as follows:
S. S. 0. A, Federal 1^ x wages paid »
r
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U, Comp., State 2^7% x wages paid -
U, CcMnp., Federal .3^ x wages paid -
When taxes are paid at the required time at the end of each quarter
of a year as expressed above, the follovring entry would result:
Social Security Tax Deductions
Social Security Taxes Payable
Cash
To show the pajment of the social security tax
liability to the Federal and State Governments,
c
CHAPTER IX
STATEMENTS AND STATISTICS
Statements
After all the foregoing entries are posted, the result is the
balance sheet and the profit and loss statement (see Figures 12 13).
The reader may trace the posting of the journal summary amounts to the
accounts -with the February balances and follow the application of the
balances to the statements.
Statistics
Besides the monthly profit and loss statement, certain statistical
information relating to the operation of the hotel should be compiled
for the proprietor. He should know, first of all, what is the percentage
of occupancy and how much he obtains, on the average, for each occupied
room. The number of rooms occupied can be obtained from the Room Count
Book. See Figure 2 . These two items of statistical information are
calculated as follows, assuming that the hotel at the present time has
only sixty salable rooms:
Number of Salable Rooms 60
Number of Days in the Month 31
Number of Available Rooms (60 x 31) 1,860
Number of Rooms Occupied 1,209
Percentage of Occupancy (1,209 divided by 1,860) 6$%
Room Sales $2,025
Number of Rooms Occupied 1,209
Average daily Rate per Room (2,025 divided by 1,209) $1.6?
In addition, a systematic record, by months, of such data as the
number of cubic feet of gas, gallons (or cubic feet) of water, kilowatts
f
The 100 Room Hotel Company, Inc.
Balance Sheet, March 31, 19^8
Assets
Current Assets:
Cash on Hand $200,00
In Bank 2,32li.78
Accounts Receivable:
Cash Advances ^1,7^
Other 138.98
Inventories
Deposits with
Public Service Companies
Prepaid Expenses:
Insurance
Real Estate Taxes
Telephone Rental
Fixed Assets:
Land
Building ^26,000.00
Less: Res. for Deprec. 36, 300.00
Furn. & Equipment 18,210.00
Less: Res, for Deprec. 6, 1^0.00
China, Glass, Silver & Linen
Liabilities and Capital
Current Liabilities:
Notes Payable
Accounts Payable
Accrued Interest on Mortgage
Soc, Sec. Tax Deductions
• Withholding Tax Deductions
Fixed Liabilities:
Mortgage Payable
Capital:
Capital Stock Issued and
Outstanding
Surplus:
Balance, February 28, I9IS :^ 9,^92.72
Net Profit for March I9I18 226.19
^,298.01
50.00
7U9.5O
119,060.00
^123,157>51
^2,000.00
798,60
$00.00
lh.27
25*73 ;?3,338.60
50,000.00
$60,000.00
9,810.91 69,818.91
^2,52^.78
180.73
592.50
525.00
75*00
i;a5, 000.00
89,700.00
12,060.00
2,300.00
j^23,i57.5l
f
The 100 Room Hotel Company, Inc.
Profit & Loss Statement for Month of March 19U8
Rooms
:
Sales $2,02^.00
Expenses
:
Payroll $U65.75
Other Expenses 222,75 688.50
Food:
Sales
Expenses: $2,700.65
Cost of Food s^lA7ii.25
Pa^/roll 627.10
Other Expenses 259»60 2,060.95
Cigar Stand:
Sales 1390.19
Cost of Goods Sold 292.65
Telephone
:
Sales $150.I40
Cost of Service 165.00
Other Income
Gross Income
Deductions from Income:
General Expenses $361;. 50
Advertising 51.00
Heat, Light & Power li05.00
Repairs & Fiaintenances 187. 50
House Profit
Store Rental
Gross Operating Profit
Non-Operating Expenses:
Taxes ^^75. 00
Insurance on Bldg. Sc Contents I4.O.OO
Interest on Mortgage 250.00
Interest on Notes 25.00
Depreciation on Bldg, 300,00
Depreciation on Furn, & Equipment 150,00
51,336.50
639.70
97. 5U
-11;. 60
U5.05
$2,10)4.19
$1,038.00
$1,066.19
100.00
$1,166.19
9U0.00
Net Profit $226.19
t
of electricity, and tons of coal or gallons of oil consumed, will often
help in eaq^laining fluctuations in these expenses.
r
APPEI^IDIX
I
fI
This practice set consists of transactions of the Boston Hotel
Corporation for the month of August. Use the current year with all
dates.
CHART OF AGCOUNTS
t
Gash on Hand
Cash in Bank
Petty Cash
Accounts Receivable—Cash Advances
Accounts Receivable—Other
Inventories
Deposits •with Public Service Companies
Prepaid Insurance
Prepaid Real Estate Taxes
Prepaid Telephone ^^tal
Land
Building
Reserve for Depreciation of Building
Furniture and Fixtures
Reserve for Depreciation of Furniture and Fixtures
China, Glass, Silver, and Linen
Notes Payable
Accounts Payable
Social Security Tax Deductions
IVithholding Tax Deductions
Social Security Tax Payable
Accrued Payroll
Accrued Interest on Mortgage
Mortgage
Capital Stock
Surplus
Profit and Loss Account
Room Sales
Room Payroll
Room Expense
Food Sales
Food Cost
Food Payroll
Food Expense
Cigar Stand Sales
Cigar Stand Cost
Telephone Sales
Telephone Cost
Other Income
General Expense
Advertising
Heat, Light^ and Power
f
Repairs and Maintenance
Store Rentals
Real Estate Taxes
Other Taxes
Insurance on Building
Interest on Mortgage
Interest on Notes Payable
Depreciation on Building
Depreciation on Furniture and Fixtures
Use the following books of original entry:
Cash Receipts Book
Cash Disbursements Book
General Journal
Instructions ; Make all entries in the above journals and post all
figures (except to the subsidiary ledgers) to the general ledger. Post-
ings, except totals, should be made daily.
Make the appropriate entry T»henever necessary.
Column headings for two books of original entry irtiich you -will use
with this practice set are shown in Figures ih and 1$. The general
journal can be a two-column type. Use any standard ledger paper, allow-
ing ten lines for each account,
TRANSACTIONS
August 1, 19 t
(1) The Boston Hotel Corporation was organized this day with
10,000 shares of capital stock, par value ^^100 each share,
(2) Cash was paid for 250 shares of stock by Robert Brown.
Qregory Rice bought for cash 2$0 shares.
In a transaction in which a hotel. The Boston Club, a privately
owned business, is purchased, the assets and liabilities are as follows:
r
GASH RECEIPTS BOOK
Cash Received
Date Rooms Telephone Laundry
Cash Advances
Collected Restaurant
\ Cash Received (continued)
Cigar Stand Copjn.
Sundry'- Front Office Receipts Other
Receipts
Total
Amount Explanation
Cash Paid Out
' Advances
1 to Guests
House
Expenses
Total
Paid Out
Net Receipts
Deposited
Figure Hi. cash Receipts Book
i
CASH DISBURSELiENTS BOCK ^
Date Name
Check
No.
j\nount of
Check
Gash Paid at
Front Office
Accounts
/
, Food Cost
Cigar
Stand Cost
/
Payroll
Total
Dept. Earned
Deductions (
Soc. Sec,(Cr.) With. Tax (Cr.)
\ Room
1 Expense
Food
Expense
General
Expense
Heat, Light
and PoY/er
Repairs and
Ilaintenance
Sundries
Expl, /iinount
'
Figure 15. Cash Disbursements Book
fr
Inventories:
Food ^ 1,5^0
Room Supplies 500
Fuel St. Engine Room
Supplies UOO
Cigar Stand 100
Deposit with Public
Service Ccmpanies $0
Land 18,000
Building 1^0,000
Furniture 5t Fixtures 2^,000
China, Glass, Silver,
& Linen 5,500
Notes Payable 5,000
Mortgage 5 per cent 50,000
John Drake, Capital lU6,100
(3) The assets and liabilities of the Boston Club are taken over
by the Boston Hotel Corporation, and Jolm Drake is paid in cash for his
capital interest.
Since the purchase of this hotel property mea:is the acquisi-
tion of an operating business, revenues and expenses occur at once.
(U) There are three front office clerks, and each is given $100
as a change fund.
(5) The following purchases are made on account:
Lambert Viholesale Grocery (Food) $1,250
Swift Packing Company (Food) 278
The Best Company (Linens) 625
Morse Tobacco Company (Cigar Stand) 78
August 2 :
The following summaries of Front Office Cash sheets sure shown
below. Even though these sheets are presented to you on the day follow-
ing that of the business operations, yooir entries should bear the date
of the actual transactions.
(6) The following sumjnary is received from the front office, and
this is representative of the daily records so received. For the sake

of brevity, the future Front Office Cash sheet summaries -will show the
totals for several days.
Clerks
Cash Receipts:
Rooms
Meals
Telephone
Laundry-
Store Rent
Cigar Stand
Cash Paid Out:
Express (Food)
Stationery-
Advances to Guests
Johnson Reed Lane
.^3^.00
30.00
3.50
2.U0
75.00
2.00
^30.00
uu.uu
2.10
i.Uo
3.00
olO.OO
1.00
1.50
^1U7.90 ^76.50 .,'37.50
$1.25
7.20
.50
^,i5.io v^2.00
U.16 $5.60 ^2.00
(7) A supply of stationery arrived from the Babcock Printing
Company, on account. The invoice reads as follows:
Guest' s stationery ^150
(Charge Rooms - Other Expenses)
Office Stationery 75
(Charge General liixpense)
(8) Replacanents of china, glass, and silver were made from the
Hotel Supplies Company. Invoice amount was $280.
(9) A contract for painting the interior and exterior of the hotel
was signed today with the Dowling Company for $2,000. The contract
provides for the completion of the work during August and for the
advance payment of the contract price. Since other large expenditures
are anticipated, this money is borrowed from the First National Bank
on a $2,000, 30-day note. The proceeds received are $1,990.
Tf
August 9 t
(1^) Front Office Cash sheet summary figure for the dates of
August 2 through August 8 are shown below:;
Clerks
Johnson Reed Lane
Receipts
t
$2ii0.00 $181.00Rooms $272.00
Meals 27^.00 305.00 106.00
Telephone 18.20 13.00 12.50
Laundry- 7.80 9.00 15.00
Gash Advances
Collected 2.20 1.50
Commissions .75 1.50 2.00
Cigar Stand 12.00 0.00 1. t^r\U.50
Coin Locks 3.00
S610.00 $U21.00
Paid Out:
Express
(Cigar Stand) $1.02
Express
$2.01(Food)
Express
(Furn. & Fix.)
Stationery .50
Advances to
Guests 3.75 5.00 1.00
^7.15 $6.52 ^3.01
August 10 ;
(16) A guest claimed that an error was made on a room charge, to
the amount of $10. This claim was verified, and payment approved by the
manager. A check is drawn to Albert Smith for the overcharge,
(17) The New England Hotel Association dues are paid by check,
$100.
(18) An exterminator firm was employed for the kitchen. The
firm was paid by check, $25.
-t
August Ut
CIO) The Donnelly Advertising Agency has prepared for the hotel
an advertising program including roadside and periodical advertising.
An advance payment of $2,$00 is made today for August advertising.
(11) The following purchases on account were made:
Liberty Unifonn Company
Uniforms for housekeeper's department $120.
Uniforms for waiters and cooks 275.
Unifonns for bellman and porter 10^,
S. S, Pierce Company (Food) 3k$»
(12) A cash payment was made with the Union News Ccmpany for news-
papers and periodicals supplied to the cigar stand to the amount of
$53.20.
August $ :
(13) Invoices were today received frcxn the following firms:
Elite Laundry Company $$1,
Apportionment - Rocxn linen |U0.
Restaurant linen 11.
Globe Coal and Oil Company $16?.
Apportionment - General hotel $159.
Charcoal for
kitchen 8.
Boston Electrical Company $65.
(Repairs to elevator)
August 8 :
(ik) The following payroll summary has been prepared by the manager
and is presented to you for entry in the C«3h Disbursements book.
Deductions
Department Total Earnings Soc. Sec. With. Tax Net Pay
Rooms $120. $1.20 $7.80 $111.
Food 178. 1.78 9.22 167.
General 250. 2.50 U.50 2li3.
Heat, Light & Power 65. .65 2.35 62.
Repairs & Maintenance 85. .85 3.15 81.
i4
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August 11 ?
(19) The following invoices were received today:
Handymen Company (Removal of waste from the engine room) $10
Lindsey Furniture Company (Rugs and bedroom furnitiire) $1,670
Kendall Company (Electric light bulbs) 28
Lamsen Packing Company (Food) 230
Lambert Wholesale Grocers (Food) 132
Morse Tobacco Company (Cigar Stand) 20
August 12 ;
(20)
August 13 ?
(21)
August 1^ ;
(22)
Pay all invoices received from August 1 through August 11.
Royal Mills, Inc. bills us for new draperies, $792.
The manager draws a check for $200 for traveling expenses
to a professional convention.
(23)
dues.
(2U)
followst
The Chamber of Commerce is paid by check, $10 for yearly
An invoice from the Elite Laundry Company is classified as
Room linen $38
Restaurant linen 10
(25) The payroll summary for the week is shown below.
Department
Rooms
Food
General
Heat, Light, &t Power
Repairs & Maintenance
Total Earnings
$120.00
180.00
250.00
65.00
75.00
Deductions
Soc.Sec. V/ith.Tax. Net Pay
$1.20
1.80
2.50
.65
.75
$7.80
9.20
li.5o
2.35
3.25
$111.00
169.00
2U3.00
62.00
71.00
August 17 t
(26) The Boston Rug Works sends an invoice for cleaning rugs, $25*
I
August 18 t
(27) The Front Office Cash sheet sinmnary figures for the dates of
August 9 through August 17 are shoim below.
Cash Receipts:
Rocjois
Meals
Telephone
Laundry
Cash Advances
Collected
Commissions
Cigar Stand
Coin Locks
Cash Paid Out:
Express
(Food)
Express
(Fum. & Fix.)
Stationery
Advances to
Guests
Clerks
Johnson Reed Lane
$357.00
162.00
21.00
5.00
$U20.00
100.00
15.00
18.00
$125.00
m.oo
11.00
12.50
6.00
15.50
2.00
1.00
6 onv. \J\J
12.00
7.20
ili.5o
1569.00 $572.00 $282.50
$ 1.50 $ 1.02 $ .70
.60
3.U0
.10
18.00 11.20 1.50
$20.10 $15.62 $ 2.30
August 19 :
(28) Hotel Supply Company furnishes us with the following items:
The merchandise with the invoice is received today.
Cleaning supplies (rooms) $18.00
Cleaning supplies (kitchen) 12.50
Sosqp (guests) 92.00
Ink (guests) 5.00
Paper supplies (kitchen) U.50
Kitchen utensils (kitchen) 32.00
Menus 22.00
Waiters* checks 15.00
August 20 :
(29) A guest's garments were stained by the dye in the upholstery
of one of our dining-rocm chairs. A cash settlement of $15 was made.

August 23 :
(30) The pajrroll on this date is the same as August l6»
August 2h t
(31) B. B. Briney Canpany sends its bill for plumbing repairs, $6?.
August 25 :
(32) The Front Office Cash sheet summary figures for the dates of
August 18 through August 2U are shomi below.
Cash Receipts:
Rooms
Meals
Telephone
Laundry
Cash Advances
Collected
Commissions
Cigar Stand
Cash Paid Out:
Express
(Food)
Advances to
Guest
Restaurant
Clerks
Johnson Reed Lane
$620.00 $250.00 :$178.00
350.00 120.00 211.00
12.00 16.00 10.00
7.50 2.60 1.20
12.00 3.00 7.50
.20 1.75 3.20
2.50
$1021.50 ^395.75 H?ii23.50
$2.20
$5.60 10.00 512.00
6.20
$5.60 ^12.20 $16.90
August 26 ;
(33) Elite Laundry Company invoices us as folloirs:
Room linen $52.00
Restaurant linen 28.00
Guest's laundry 30.00
August 29 :
(3U) Boston Ice Company is given a check for $27 as payment for
ice furnished this month.
August 30 :
(35) Union News Company is paid $15 for cigar stand supplies.
it.
4
August 31 t
(36) On the last day of the month the closing records of the front
office clerks are obtained late in the evening of August 31» These
summary figures cover the dates of August 25 through August 31.
Clerks
Johnson
Cash Receipts:
Roans
Meals
Telephone
Laundry
Cash Advances
Collected
Commissions
Cigar Stand
Coin Locker
Cash Paid Out:
Express
(Food)
Stationery
Advances to Guests
Reed Lane
$262.00 $300.00 $U25.00
322.00 156.00 525.00
15.00 11.00 16.00
5.00 2.50 lU.OO
12.50 5.80 10.00
2.50 1.00 2.00
16.00 12.00 5.50
3.50
$635.00 ^;iU9i.so ^3997.50
$2.10
.60
S3.50 $1.50 2.75
$3.50 $2.10 J^U.35
(37) The following inventories are presented to you:
Inventory of Accounts Receivable August 31* 19
Room No. Name Total Amt. Rooms Meals Tel. Ldy. Cash Adv.
320 Brown $ 31. 50 $15.00 $ 6.00 $ .50 $ $10.00
330 Blake 50.75 20.00 30.00 .75
U20 Smith 8.20 5.00 2.00 1.20
510 Keely 3.00 3.00
511 Lake 22.00 I6.OO 6.00
612 Towle 53.10 25.00 10.00 .70 6.00 ll.)40
6lli Beaver 8.00 2.00 6.00
$176.55 $86.00 $60.00 $2,140 $6.75 $2mo
(38) Inventory values:
Food <?2,100
Room Supplies 1^50
.
Fuel 350-
Cigar Stand 95-
4
(39) List all unpaid bills in the Cash Disbursements book as
demonstrated in the text.
(ho) Calculate for monthly adjustment the following items:
Prepaid insurance
Prepaid telephone rental
Accrued interest on mortgage
Accrued payroll: (Same as payroll indicated on
August 16,
)
Accrued social security tax payable
(Ul) Estimated real estate tax is $175.
(U2) Taike depreciation at the following rates:
Building 2h% yearly
Furn. & Fix. 10% yearly
China, Glass,
Silver, & Linen 33 l/3^ yearly
(U3) Estimated services used during August but for which bills
have not been received as follows.
Bell Telephone Company $120
Western Union 3^
Edison Electric Light Co. 260
Boston Consolidated Gas Co. ^2
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